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DESCRIBE TUS CONTRIBUCIONES O ÁREAS DE INVESTIGACIÓN 
 
Uso mi conocimiento de las ciencias ópticas, la ingeniería y la tecnología de infrarrojo 
para resolver problemas en beneficio de la humanidad. Como estudiante de posgrado 
en la Universidad de Arizona, introduje una técnica remota de medición de temperatura 
sin contacto. Desarrollé la teoría que la respalda, preparé las simulaciones y diseñé varios 
experimentos para demostrar su viabilidad.  
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THE WYANT COLLEGE WOMEN IN RESEARCH

Each year, February and March offers international observations that honor women for their vast contributions to

science and society with the International Day for Women and Girls in Science; Women’ s History Month and the

International Women’s Day. To celebrate these important observations, we will connect with women faculty and

alumnae who have taken hold of their passion for optical sciences and are living out their dreams—and then, bring

you their stories every February and March with the Wyant College Women in Research.

WOMEN IN RESEARCH - FACULTY

DESCRIBE YOUR RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS OR INTERESTS. 

My Little Sensor Lab currently focuses on the creation and use of ultr a-sensitive optical sensors for fundamental

science, translational medicine, and environmental monitoring. We work on both improving the sensor technology

(e.g., enhancing our sensors with plasmonics and incorpor ating frequency comb spectroscopy) as well as applying

the technology to societally important problems such as Alzheimer's disease, cancer , infectious disease, chemical

threat sensing, and doping in athletics. The research group currently consists of 8 Ph.D. students. I serve as the PI

for an NIH R35 MIRA grant as well as PI for a Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) gr ant. I’m also the PI of a

grant with Cargill on taste receptors. In addition, I am the PI of two Scialog Fellows Chemical Machinery of the Cell

Research Collaboration grants, one of which just ended. Previously, I have been the PI of an NSF project on

developing a new molecular spectroscopy system as well as a Partnership for Clean Competition Gr ant on trace

detection of doping agents in urine. I have also been the PI of an NIH R21 and R03 gr ant on encapsulating our

sensors with G-protein coupled receptors for small molecule detection as well as tr ace detection of Alzheimer’s

biomarkers.

WHO WAS YOUR MOST SIGNIFICANT ROLE MODEL IN SCIENCE OR IN YOUR

CAREER?

I have had many role models growing up. I was inspired to pursue science by my father who is a mechanical

engineering professor. As just one example of how he inspired me, when I was in second gr ade, we were told to

make a solar cooker by wrapping a paper plate in aluminum foil. My dad asked me what I was doing. When I

explained to him the assignment, he showed me how to use a par abola to focus light. He showed me how to plot a

parabolic function on paper and cut many of them out to make a large supporting structure which we covered with

aluminum foil. The final solar cooker was immense. I could not get my arms around it. It was the only solar cooker in

the class that worked, and I cooked hot dogs for the entire class the next day .

As I grew up, my father also introduced me to many role models. Just to name a few: Gauss, for his maxim with

respect to publications: “pauca sed matura” (“few but ripe”), Faraday for his pioneering spirit in discovering new

phenomena through experiments, and Confucius for his teaching philosophy: “educate students of all diversity;

teach according to their preparation.”

My most recent significant role model nowadays is William A . Goddard III of Caltech. I first knew him as my brother’ s

Ph.D. advisor and a prominent scientist who is one of the most highly cited living chemists. We talked about science

and life during my brother’s wedding a few years ago. His research has been “to describe the properties of chemical,

biological, and materials systems directly from first principles (without the necessity of empirical data)” . My sensor

work complements his research. We meet twice a week and work together on a variety of projects such as pain

control, drug discovery, and understanding how taste and olfaction work. I’ve never met anybody with his work

ethic and his optimism. In a recent celebration of serving 50 years as a faculty at Caltech, he commented on

planning for 15-20 more years. I hope to be able to stand on the shoulders of such giants for as long as possible.

WHAT PIECE OF ADVICE WOULD YOU LIKE TO PASS ON?

“Only worry about things under your control” is probably the most useful advice I rely on nowadays. This advice

allows me to focus on real issues in order to make a di fference.

 

WOMEN IN RESEARCH - ALUMNA

DESCRIBE YOUR RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS OR INTERESTS. 

I use my knowledge of optical sciences, engineering, and infr ared technology to solve problems for the benefit of

humanity. As a grad student at the University of Arizona, I introduced a remote, non-contact temper ature-

measurement technique. I developed the theory in support of it, prepared the simulations, and designed sever al

experiments to demonstrate its feasibility. This technique has been routinely used for temper ature screening of

people during the covid-19 pandemic before entering public buildings and vehicles. At the Caltech’ s Jet Propulsion

Laboratory, I introduced new mathematical algorithms to identify the smallest non-repeating vector located in a

measured stellar field, insensitive to errors. On its basis I developed an optical navigation technique that took the

Cassini mission successfully to the outer planets in our solar system.

I am probably best known as a planet hunter. I proposed, and demonstrated in a laboratory experiment, a new,

original technique for discovering planets outside our solar system. All the other instruments used today to discover

the planets are statistical in nature and use instruments that humanity have been using for at least one century .

Telescopes, cameras, spectrometers (used by recipients of the Nobel prize), and r adiometers are already highly

developed instruments, where we nowadays incorpor ate ever more sophisticated components. My novel

instrument, a rotational shearing interferometer, has the advantage of being able to connect the signal causally to

the presence of a planet.

WHO WAS YOUR MOST SIGNIFICANT ROLE MODEL IN SCIENCE OR IN YOUR CAREER?

I was a dedicated reader. I read many life stories of great discoverers. In the seventh gr ade I read a book about the

atom. Afterwards, I read a book about the electromagnetic theory , that is light. I cannot really say that I ever had a

role model, only love and interest of science.

WHAT PIECE OF ADVICE WOULD YOU LIKE TO PASS ON?

Follow what really interests you because you will be happy doing what you enjoy . Also, seek advice from

experienced people, but only to the degree that they o ffer their different points of view.

 

PAST FACULTY FEATURES

DESCRIBE YOUR RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS OR INTERESTS. 

My research projects are in optical engineering and imaging science with a focus on polarization physics. A guiding

principle of my training is that every aspect of the imaging chain from the physics and statistics of the data

acquisition to the analysis and display of the resulting image data should be accounted for and quantitatively

analyzed. Scientific images are acquired for specific purposes; examples include the detection and char acterization

of abnormalities in medical imaging, estimating aerosol and cloud properties to model the Earth’ s radiation budget

in remote sensing, and shape or material classification in computer vision. When the ability of an imaging system to

perform the science task is mathematically specified, the entire imaging chain can be subject to char acterization

and optimization with respect to this task performance. At first inspection this optimization problem is extremely

high-dimensional, the forward modeling can be daunting, and the inverse problem is ill-posed. Formulating

tractable task-performance optimizations to design efficient imaging systems and data-acquisition protocols are the

foundation of my research. Polarization plays an important role because task performance can often be substantially

improved when polarization effects are exploited, and polarization-sensitive measurements are utilized.

WHO WAS YOUR MOST SIGNIFICANT ROLE MODEL IN SCIENCE OR IN YOUR CAREER?

My transition from a PhD student to a professional was a challenging time. Gr aduating in the recession of 2008 and

staying at the same academic institution as my husband didn’t make that tr ansition any easier. Luckily, I met Dr.

Arlene Maclin and was immediately inspired by both her professional accomplishments and her passion for diversity

and inclusion. Her investment in my success gave me the motivation and resources I needed to take initiatives

towards becoming an independent researcher. I’ve never meet anyone that radiates as much joy in their life and

work as Dr. Maclin. My scientific career and personal success as a working parent to three young children has been

possible thanks to many talented teachers, role models, and supporters. I count Dr . Maclin as my most influential

because there is a source of strength and excellence within me that comes from emulating her . My goal is to serve

students with an integrity, generosity, and sense of social purpose that she demonstr ated for me.

WHAT PIECE OF ADVICE WOULD YOU LIKE TO PASS ON?

I am a big fan of one-liners! Here are some that I repeat often:

“Don’t trust a graph without error bars”,

“Never be afraid that you won’t have another good idea” ,

“The most important decision you will ever make is who you marry ”

 

DESCRIBE YOUR RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS OR INTERESTS. 

My research at the Wyant College of Optical Sciences mainly focuses on developing optical technologies for 3D

displays, especially head-worn display technologies for virtual and augmented reality ( VR/AR) applications, and

microscopic and endoscopic imaging technologies for medicine. In the area of wear able display technologies, my

group has been working on a wide range of the cutting-edge optical technologies to address some of the most

challenging problems in VR/ AR displays such as minimizing visual fatigue induced by vergence-accommodation

conflicts and accurately rendering mutual occlusion cues between virtual and physical objects.

Besides these enabling optical technologies, we have also been developing wear able display technologies for a wide

range of applications from defense industry to assistive technology for users with disabilities; and scientifically

investigate the potentially negative impacts of the state-of-art 3D display technologies on visual perception, visual

comfort, and even long-term vision health of users. One example of the wear able display technologies we

developed is the eSight 3 product, an advanced assistive eyewear technology enabling people with centr al vision

loss or poor vision in general to be able to see better their surroundings, improve their mobility , and live more

independently. Closely collaborating with the team from eSight, a Canadian based startup company , my group led

the development of a unique freeform eyepiece optics from concept design, optics optimization and prototype, to

optics molding support for volume production. In the area of biomedical imaging, we have been developing novel

endoscopy and microscopy technologies for minimally invasive surgery . We collaborate with surgeons to develop

endoscopes that provide novel imaging capabilities to address some of the critical issues with the state-of-the art

laparoscopic technologies such as lack of spatial awareness, safety , efficiency, and 3D imaging.

WHO WAS YOUR MOST SIGNIFICANT ROLE MODEL IN SCIENCE OR IN YOUR CAREER?

Many people made significant impacts in my career development. Among those, Dr . Yongtian Wang, my Ph.D.

advisor, was truly my role model and mentor. Prof. Wang’s genuine inspiration and curiosity deeply planted the

seeds of innovation inside me, and his rigorous scholarship as well as his patience and kind support to his students

have become the example I have been trying to follow in my academic career .

WHAT PIECE OF ADVICE WOULD YOU LIKE TO PASS ON?

Being rigorous in scholarship and being perseverant in research are what I learned from my mentor and are what I

would like to pass to my students.

Other life wisdom:

I grew up in a relatively poor family and lost my dad when I was still very young, but my mom as a middle-school

math teacher believed in the power of education. She worked very hard to support me for the best education I could

possibly get while she alone endured the financial su ffering and hardness. I became the first generation in the family

to enter college, graduate with a PhD, and become a professor. Therefore, I am determined to use the education

gifted to me by my mom to light up the future of others, and so can you!

 

PAST ALUMNA FEATURES

DESCRIBE YOUR RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS OR INTERESTS. 

I am an Optical Engineer at Ball Aerospace where I help design, build and test optical systems for space-based

applications spanning nascent research and development e fforts to decades-long flight programs. My background in

optical alignment and metrology led to roles on the Oper ational Land Imager 2 (OLI-2) instrument for the Landsat 9

mission, where I supported the fabrication, alignment and performance testing of 4 mirror telescope, and the James

Webb Space Telescope, where I am a member of the ground testing and on-orbit commissioning team as a

Wavefront Scientist. 

In addition to executing flight programs, I serve as the Technology Initiative Lead for Astrophysics. In this role, I

work closely with our business development team to identify opportunities to develop approaches and technologies

that will enable future Astrophysics missions at a variety of scales. One particularly exciting progr am I’m leading -

called “ULTRA” –supports direct imaging of potentially habitable exoplanets with a high contr ast coronagraph.

Achieving the necessary 10-billion-to-one contr ast to observe a rocky planet next to its host star requires optical

wavefront stability on the order of picometers – which requires a telescope with stability orders of magnitude

beyond the state of the art.  I’m leading a team of industry and academic partners to develop new technologies to

realize that level of stability, including Ball-developed edge sensors and actuators that can control the rigid body

motions of a segmented primary mirror at the picometer level.

WHO WAS YOUR MOST SIGNIFICANT ROLE MODEL IN SCIENCE OR IN YOUR CAREER?

My primary role models have always been those closest to me.  It began with my Mom and Dad, who always

ensured my elementary and middle school science fair projects were physics-themed and actually followed the

scientific method.  They asked what I thought would happen to the period of pendulum when I increased the

weight, took me to Home Depot to buy washers and string, and watched me convert the fr ame of a My Little Pony

tent into a pendulum experiment station – and lo and behold, I discovered that the period doesn’t change! I’ve also

had several outstanding mentors in graduate school, notably Jim Burge and Matt Dubin, and at my current

employer, Ball Aerospace, who have inspired my career tr ajectory.  One of the things I’ve admired most in these

mentors, in addition to their extensive technical knowledge, is their ability to understand the big picture and ask the

right question.  Engineers often don’t know the right answer right o ff the bat (or it wouldn’t be a very interesting

profession!), but if you can ask a key question and figure out what matters, you are well on your way to solving hard

problems.

WHAT PIECE OF ADVICE WOULD YOU LIKE TO PASS ON?

Reach outside your comfort zone. In your career, there will likely be times when you are asked to take on an

assignment that stretches beyond your capabilities (and if you aren’t getting those opportunities – seek them out

proactively!).  Those opportunities can be intimidating but are often the most valuable for growth. Don’t be afr aid to

say yes, be open about what you don’t know, reach out to colleagues for help, and work hard at learning new skills.

That said, there is more to life than work so don’t take on so much that you can’t achieve a balance that works for

you.

 

DESCRIBE YOUR RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS OR INTERESTS. 

I recently retired from the US Food and Drug Administr ation after 30+ years in the research office of the Devices

and Radiological Health. Over my career I was engaged in research progr ams in medical imaging systems and

software tools including breast imaging systems and CT devices; digital pathology systems; medical display devices

including Augmented Reality/  Virtual Reality systems; Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and  other computer -

aided diagnostics; biomarkers (measures of disease state, risk, prognosis, etc. from images as well as other assays

and array technologies), and assessment strategies for imaging and other high-dimensional data sets from medical

devices.

My work has been devoted to the development of a rigorous fr amework for evaluating imaging systems, where

rigorous means we don’t base our evaluations on whether the imaging system gives nice-looking pictures, but by

actually measuring the information in those images.  My research and that of my team provided medical device

manufacturers with more predictive pathways to market for their innovative products based on solid scientific

evidence of device performance while also providing the regulatory decision-making process with expertise and

objective independent data so that regulatory decisions in this country aren’t based on just the company ’s data.

WHO WAS YOUR MOST SIGNIFICANT ROLE MODEL IN SCIENCE OR IN YOUR CAREER?

My most significant role model was Dr. Marcia McBeath. She was the first woman I met with a Ph.D., a woman who

obtained her Ph.D. at Stanford in the 1960s at the same time as her husband, while r aising 4 young children.  Later

in her life she and her husband, newly empty nesters at the time, opened their home to me when I needed to leave

Mexico and my family for better high schooling in the US.  She was a great example of making it all work – a career ,

marriage, and family. After Marcia and her husband retired from their professional careers they joined the U.S.

Peace Corps, eventually being stationed in six foreign countries!

WHAT PIECE OF ADVICE WOULD YOU LIKE TO PASS ON?

I am super grateful for the opportunities I’ve had as a result of my education at the Wyant College of Optical

Sciences. I’ve had the opportunity to travel and to meet people who are from all over the world, who are interesting

and passionate about what they do, and making an impact on human health.  At the same time, getting that degree

and working in our field can involve long hours and a lot of pressure. I’ve come to learn that it’ s ok to let someone

else know – your adviser, your supervisor, a friend – that you need to adjust the load to be healthy . When you

communicate that need in a constructive way, most people will want to help make the changes that are needed so

you’ll be healthy and successful in the long-term.
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Welcome, Google!
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THE WYANT COLLEGE WOMEN IN RESEARCH

Each year, February and March offers international observations that honor women for their vast contributions to

science and society with the International Day for Women and Girls in Science; Women’ s History Month and the

International Women’s Day. To celebrate these important observations, we will connect with women faculty and

alumnae who have taken hold of their passion for optical sciences and are living out their dreams—and then, bring

you their stories every February and March with the Wyant College Women in Research.

WOMEN IN RESEARCH - FACULTY

DESCRIBE YOUR RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS OR INTERESTS. 

My Little Sensor Lab currently focuses on the creation and use of ultr a-sensitive optical sensors for fundamental

science, translational medicine, and environmental monitoring. We work on both improving the sensor technology

(e.g., enhancing our sensors with plasmonics and incorpor ating frequency comb spectroscopy) as well as applying

the technology to societally important problems such as Alzheimer's disease, cancer , infectious disease, chemical

threat sensing, and doping in athletics. The research group currently consists of 8 Ph.D. students. I serve as the PI

for an NIH R35 MIRA grant as well as PI for a Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) gr ant. I’m also the PI of a

grant with Cargill on taste receptors. In addition, I am the PI of two Scialog Fellows Chemical Machinery of the Cell

Research Collaboration grants, one of which just ended. Previously, I have been the PI of an NSF project on

developing a new molecular spectroscopy system as well as a Partnership for Clean Competition Gr ant on trace

detection of doping agents in urine. I have also been the PI of an NIH R21 and R03 gr ant on encapsulating our

sensors with G-protein coupled receptors for small molecule detection as well as tr ace detection of Alzheimer’s

biomarkers.

WHO WAS YOUR MOST SIGNIFICANT ROLE MODEL IN SCIENCE OR IN YOUR

CAREER?

I have had many role models growing up. I was inspired to pursue science by my father who is a mechanical

engineering professor. As just one example of how he inspired me, when I was in second gr ade, we were told to

make a solar cooker by wrapping a paper plate in aluminum foil. My dad asked me what I was doing. When I

explained to him the assignment, he showed me how to use a par abola to focus light. He showed me how to plot a

parabolic function on paper and cut many of them out to make a large supporting structure which we covered with

aluminum foil. The final solar cooker was immense. I could not get my arms around it. It was the only solar cooker in

the class that worked, and I cooked hot dogs for the entire class the next day .

As I grew up, my father also introduced me to many role models. Just to name a few: Gauss, for his maxim with

respect to publications: “pauca sed matura” (“few but ripe”), Faraday for his pioneering spirit in discovering new

phenomena through experiments, and Confucius for his teaching philosophy: “educate students of all diversity;

teach according to their preparation.”

My most recent significant role model nowadays is William A . Goddard III of Caltech. I first knew him as my brother’ s

Ph.D. advisor and a prominent scientist who is one of the most highly cited living chemists. We talked about science

and life during my brother’s wedding a few years ago. His research has been “to describe the properties of chemical,

biological, and materials systems directly from first principles (without the necessity of empirical data)” . My sensor

work complements his research. We meet twice a week and work together on a variety of projects such as pain

control, drug discovery, and understanding how taste and olfaction work. I’ve never met anybody with his work

ethic and his optimism. In a recent celebration of serving 50 years as a faculty at Caltech, he commented on

planning for 15-20 more years. I hope to be able to stand on the shoulders of such giants for as long as possible.

WHAT PIECE OF ADVICE WOULD YOU LIKE TO PASS ON?

“Only worry about things under your control” is probably the most useful advice I rely on nowadays. This advice

allows me to focus on real issues in order to make a di fference.

 

WOMEN IN RESEARCH - ALUMNA

DESCRIBE YOUR RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS OR INTERESTS. 

I use my knowledge of optical sciences, engineering, and infr ared technology to solve problems for the benefit of

humanity. As a grad student at the University of Arizona, I introduced a remote, non-contact temper ature-

measurement technique. I developed the theory in support of it, prepared the simulations, and designed sever al

experiments to demonstrate its feasibility. This technique has been routinely used for temperature screening of

people during the covid-19 pandemic before entering public buildings and vehicles. At the Caltech’ s Jet Propulsion

Laboratory, I introduced new mathematical algorithms to identify the smallest non-repeating vector located in a

measured stellar field, insensitive to errors. On its basis I developed an optical navigation technique that took the

Cassini mission successfully to the outer planets in our solar system.

I am probably best known as a planet hunter. I proposed, and demonstrated in a laboratory experiment, a new,

original technique for discovering planets outside our solar system. All the other instruments used today to discover

the planets are statistical in nature and use instruments that humanity have been using for at least one century .

Telescopes, cameras, spectrometers (used by recipients of the Nobel prize), and r adiometers are already highly

developed instruments, where we nowadays incorporate ever more sophisticated components. My novel

instrument, a rotational shearing interferometer, has the advantage of being able to connect the signal causally to

the presence of a planet.

WHO WAS YOUR MOST SIGNIFICANT ROLE MODEL IN SCIENCE OR IN YOUR CAREER?

I was a dedicated reader. I read many life stories of great discoverers. In the seventh gr ade I read a book about the

atom. Afterwards, I read a book about the electromagnetic theory, that is light. I cannot really say that I ever had a

role model, only love and interest of science.

WHAT PIECE OF ADVICE WOULD YOU LIKE TO PASS ON?

Follow what really interests you because you will be happy doing what you enjoy . Also, seek advice from

experienced people, but only to the degree that they o ffer their different points of view.

 

PAST FACULTY FEATURES

DESCRIBE YOUR RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS OR INTERESTS. 

My research projects are in optical engineering and imaging science with a focus on polarization physics. A guiding

principle of my training is that every aspect of the imaging chain from the physics and statistics of the data

acquisition to the analysis and display of the resulting image data should be accounted for and quantitatively

analyzed. Scientific images are acquired for specific purposes; examples include the detection and char acterization

of abnormalities in medical imaging, estimating aerosol and cloud properties to model the Earth’ s radiation budget

in remote sensing, and shape or material classification in computer vision. When the ability of an imaging system to

perform the science task is mathematically specified, the entire imaging chain can be subject to char acterization

and optimization with respect to this task performance. At first inspection this optimization problem is extremely

high-dimensional, the forward modeling can be daunting, and the inverse problem is ill-posed. Formulating

tractable task-performance optimizations to design efficient imaging systems and data-acquisition protocols are the

foundation of my research. Polarization plays an important role because task performance can often be substantially

improved when polarization effects are exploited, and polarization-sensitive measurements are utilized.

WHO WAS YOUR MOST SIGNIFICANT ROLE MODEL IN SCIENCE OR IN YOUR CAREER?

My transition from a PhD student to a professional was a challenging time. Gr aduating in the recession of 2008 and

staying at the same academic institution as my husband didn’t make that tr ansition any easier. Luckily, I met Dr.

Arlene Maclin and was immediately inspired by both her professional accomplishments and her passion for diversity

and inclusion. Her investment in my success gave me the motivation and resources I needed to take initiatives

towards becoming an independent researcher. I’ve never meet anyone that radiates as much joy in their life and

work as Dr. Maclin. My scientific career and personal success as a working parent to three young children has been

possible thanks to many talented teachers, role models, and supporters. I count Dr . Maclin as my most influential

because there is a source of strength and excellence within me that comes from emulating her . My goal is to serve

students with an integrity, generosity, and sense of social purpose that she demonstrated for me.

WHAT PIECE OF ADVICE WOULD YOU LIKE TO PASS ON?

I am a big fan of one-liners! Here are some that I repeat often:

“Don’t trust a graph without error bars”,

“Never be afraid that you won’t have another good idea” ,

“The most important decision you will ever make is who you marry ”

 

DESCRIBE YOUR RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS OR INTERESTS. 

My research at the Wyant College of Optical Sciences mainly focuses on developing optical technologies for 3D

displays, especially head-worn display technologies for virtual and augmented reality ( VR/AR) applications, and

microscopic and endoscopic imaging technologies for medicine. In the area of wear able display technologies, my

group has been working on a wide range of the cutting-edge optical technologies to address some of the most

challenging problems in VR/ AR displays such as minimizing visual fatigue induced by vergence-accommodation

conflicts and accurately rendering mutual occlusion cues between virtual and physical objects.

Besides these enabling optical technologies, we have also been developing wear able display technologies for a wide

range of applications from defense industry to assistive technology for users with disabilities; and scientifically

investigate the potentially negative impacts of the state-of-art 3D display technologies on visual perception, visual

comfort, and even long-term vision health of users. One example of the wear able display technologies we

developed is the eSight 3 product, an advanced assistive eyewear technology enabling people with centr al vision

loss or poor vision in general to be able to see better their surroundings, improve their mobility , and live more

independently. Closely collaborating with the team from eSight, a Canadian based startup company, my group led

the development of a unique freeform eyepiece optics from concept design, optics optimization and prototype, to

optics molding support for volume production. In the area of biomedical imaging, we have been developing novel

endoscopy and microscopy technologies for minimally invasive surgery . We collaborate with surgeons to develop

endoscopes that provide novel imaging capabilities to address some of the critical issues with the state-of-the art

laparoscopic technologies such as lack of spatial awareness, safety , efficiency, and 3D imaging.

WHO WAS YOUR MOST SIGNIFICANT ROLE MODEL IN SCIENCE OR IN YOUR CAREER?

Many people made significant impacts in my career development. Among those, Dr . Yongtian Wang, my Ph.D.

advisor, was truly my role model and mentor. Prof. Wang’s genuine inspiration and curiosity deeply planted the

seeds of innovation inside me, and his rigorous scholarship as well as his patience and kind support to his students

have become the example I have been trying to follow in my academic career .

WHAT PIECE OF ADVICE WOULD YOU LIKE TO PASS ON?

Being rigorous in scholarship and being perseverant in research are what I learned from my mentor and are what I

would like to pass to my students.

Other life wisdom:

I grew up in a relatively poor family and lost my dad when I was still very young, but my mom as a middle-school

math teacher believed in the power of education. She worked very hard to support me for the best education I could

possibly get while she alone endured the financial su ffering and hardness. I became the first generation in the family

to enter college, graduate with a PhD, and become a professor. Therefore, I am determined to use the education

gifted to me by my mom to light up the future of others, and so can you!

 

PAST ALUMNA FEATURES

DESCRIBE YOUR RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS OR INTERESTS. 

I am an Optical Engineer at Ball Aerospace where I help design, build and test optical systems for space-based

applications spanning nascent research and development efforts to decades-long flight programs. My background in

optical alignment and metrology led to roles on the Oper ational Land Imager 2 (OLI-2) instrument for the Landsat 9

mission, where I supported the fabrication, alignment and performance testing of 4 mirror telescope, and the James

Webb Space Telescope, where I am a member of the ground testing and on-orbit commissioning team as a

Wavefront Scientist. 

In addition to executing flight programs, I serve as the Technology Initiative Lead for Astrophysics. In this role, I

work closely with our business development team to identify opportunities to develop approaches and technologies

that will enable future Astrophysics missions at a variety of scales. One particularly exciting progr am I’m leading -

called “ULTRA” –supports direct imaging of potentially habitable exoplanets with a high contr ast coronagraph.

Achieving the necessary 10-billion-to-one contrast to observe a rocky planet next to its host star requires optical

wavefront stability on the order of picometers – which requires a telescope with stability orders of magnitude

beyond the state of the art.  I’m leading a team of industry and academic partners to develop new technologies to

realize that level of stability, including Ball-developed edge sensors and actuators that can control the rigid body

motions of a segmented primary mirror at the picometer level.

WHO WAS YOUR MOST SIGNIFICANT ROLE MODEL IN SCIENCE OR IN YOUR CAREER?

My primary role models have always been those closest to me.  It began with my Mom and Dad, who always

ensured my elementary and middle school science fair projects were physics-themed and actually followed the

scientific method.  They asked what I thought would happen to the period of pendulum when I increased the

weight, took me to Home Depot to buy washers and string, and watched me convert the fr ame of a My Little Pony

tent into a pendulum experiment station – and lo and behold, I discovered that the period doesn’t change! I’ve also

had several outstanding mentors in graduate school, notably Jim Burge and Matt Dubin, and at my current

employer, Ball Aerospace, who have inspired my career tr ajectory.  One of the things I’ve admired most in these

mentors, in addition to their extensive technical knowledge, is their ability to understand the big picture and ask the

right question.  Engineers often don’t know the right answer right o ff the bat (or it wouldn’t be a very interesting

profession!), but if you can ask a key question and figure out what matters, you are well on your way to solving hard

problems.

WHAT PIECE OF ADVICE WOULD YOU LIKE TO PASS ON?

Reach outside your comfort zone. In your career, there will likely be times when you are asked to take on an

assignment that stretches beyond your capabilities (and if you aren’t getting those opportunities – seek them out

proactively!).  Those opportunities can be intimidating but are often the most valuable for growth. Don’t be afr aid to

say yes, be open about what you don’t know, reach out to colleagues for help, and work hard at learning new skills.

That said, there is more to life than work so don’t take on so much that you can’t achieve a balance that works for

you.

 

DESCRIBE YOUR RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS OR INTERESTS. 

I recently retired from the US Food and Drug Administr ation after 30+ years in the research office of the Devices

and Radiological Health. Over my career I was engaged in research progr ams in medical imaging systems and

software tools including breast imaging systems and CT devices; digital pathology systems; medical display devices

including Augmented Reality/  Virtual Reality systems; Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and  other computer -

aided diagnostics; biomarkers (measures of disease state, risk, prognosis, etc. from images as well as other assays

and array technologies), and assessment strategies for imaging and other high-dimensional data sets from medical

devices.

My work has been devoted to the development of a rigorous fr amework for evaluating imaging systems, where

rigorous means we don’t base our evaluations on whether the imaging system gives nice-looking pictures, but by

actually measuring the information in those images.  My research and that of my team provided medical device

manufacturers with more predictive pathways to market for their innovative products based on solid scientific

evidence of device performance while also providing the regulatory decision-making process with expertise and

objective independent data so that regulatory decisions in this country aren’t based on just the company ’s data.

WHO WAS YOUR MOST SIGNIFICANT ROLE MODEL IN SCIENCE OR IN YOUR CAREER?

My most significant role model was Dr. Marcia McBeath. She was the first woman I met with a Ph.D., a woman who

obtained her Ph.D. at Stanford in the 1960s at the same time as her husband, while r aising 4 young children.  Later

in her life she and her husband, newly empty nesters at the time, opened their home to me when I needed to leave

Mexico and my family for better high schooling in the US.  She was a great example of making it all work – a career ,

marriage, and family. After Marcia and her husband retired from their professional careers they joined the U.S.

Peace Corps, eventually being stationed in six foreign countries!

WHAT PIECE OF ADVICE WOULD YOU LIKE TO PASS ON?

I am super grateful for the opportunities I’ve had as a result of my education at the Wyant College of Optical

Sciences. I’ve had the opportunity to travel and to meet people who are from all over the world, who are interesting

and passionate about what they do, and making an impact on human health.  At the same time, getting that degree

and working in our field can involve long hours and a lot of pressure. I’ve come to learn that it’ s ok to let someone

else know – your adviser, your supervisor, a friend – that you need to adjust the load to be healthy . When you

communicate that need in a constructive way, most people will want to help make the changes that are needed so

you’ll be healthy and successful in the long-term.

Welcome CVI Laser Optics

CVI Laser Optics has joined the College’s
Industrial Affiliates as a Leadership Partner.
Welcome, CVI Laser Optics!

Google Joins OSC Industrial Affiliates

Google is a new Leadership Partner in the
Wyant College’s Industrial Affiliates.
Welcome, Google!
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ABOUT OSC ACADEMICS RESEARCH OUTREACH NEWS & EVENTS



Esta técnica se ha utilizado de forma rutinaria para medir la temperatura de las personas 
durante la pandemia de Covid-19 antes de ingresar a edificios y vehículos públicos. En el 
Laboratorio de Propulsión a Chorro de Instituto de Tecnología de California, introduje 
nuevos algoritmos matemáticos para identificar el vector no repetitivo más pequeño 
ubicado en un campo medido de estrellas, insensible a los errores. Sobre esta base, 
desarrollé una técnica de navegación óptica que llevó con éxito a la misión Cassini a los 
planetas exteriores de nuestro sistema solar. 
 
Probablemente soy mejor conocida como una “cazadora de planetas”. Propuse y 
demostré en un experimento de laboratorio una técnica nueva y original para descubrir 
planetas fuera de nuestro sistema solar. Todos los demás instrumentos utilizados hoy en 
día para descubrir los planetas son de naturaleza estadística y utilizan instrumentos que 
la humanidad ha estado usando durante al menos un siglo.  
 
Telescopios, cámaras, espectrómetros (utilizados por los galardonados con el premio 
Nobel) y radiómetros son instrumentos ya muy desarrollados, donde hoy en día 
incorporamos componentes cada vez más sofisticados. Mi nuevo instrumento, un 
interferómetro de desplazamiento rotacional, tiene la ventaja de poder conectar la señal 
causalmente con la presencia de un planeta. 
 
 
¿QUIÉN HA SIDO TU MODELO A SEGUIR MÁS SIGNIFICATIVO EN LA CIENCIA O EN TU 
CARRERA? 
 
Yo era una lectora dedicada. Leí muchas historias de vida de grandes descubridores. En 
séptimo grado leí un libro sobre el átomo. Después leí un libro sobre la teoría 
electromagnética, que es la luz. Realmente no puedo decir que alguna vez tuve un 
modelo a seguir, solo amor e interés por la ciencia. 
 
 
¿QUÉ CONSEJO QUIERES COMPARTIR? 
 
Dedícate a lo que realmente te interesa porque serás feliz haciendo lo que disfrutas. 
Además, busca el consejo de personas con experiencia, pero solo en la medida en que 
ofrezcan diferentes puntos de vista para evaluar. 


